
 

OPTION 1 
 

Pastelles (Choice of two) –Chicken  or Beef 
and Vegetarian 

 
Entrée 

White Fish Steaks in  a creamy white sauce  or Lemon;       
 

Old Fashioned Ham slices with brown 
sugar glaze; 

 
Baked Turkey slices with traditional cranberry sauce; 

 
Olive oil basted oven roasted  potatoes with rosemary; 

 
Coconut sauteed Pigeon Peas 

 
Spanish Rice 

 
Lettuce and tomato salad with a balsamic dressing  

 
Dessert ( Choice of one ) 

 
Panacotta with strawberry coulis 

Tiramisu 
 

Sorrel Juice or bi carbonated beverage with meal 
 

$205.00 plus 10% ST and 15% VAT 

 

Conditions 

Minimum group size is 30 persons. Tents are to be provided by customer (if 

required). Waterfall Bistro provides light background music. There is a set up 

cost of TT$300.00 for areas for DJ music and entertainers . 

 Facebook:            waterfall bistro & Bar 

                                waterfallbistro@gmail.com 

Located: The Chancellor Hotel ,5 St Ann’s Avenue ,St Ann’s  

                                       1.868.623.0883 
 

 



 

OPTION 2 
 

Pastelles (Choice of two) –Chicken or Beef 
and Vegetarian 

 
Entrée 

White Fish  seasoned with tarragon with creamy sauce  ;       
 

Pan Seared lamb served with Apple gravy; 
 

Baked Turkey slices with traditional cranberry sauce; 
 

Creamy mashed potatoes with bacon bits on the side; 
 

 Long grain rice pilaf with vegetable confetti  
 

Stewed Pigeon Peas  
 

Tomato salad topped with basil and pine nuts  
 

Dessert 
Panacotta with strawberry coulis 

Tiramisu 
 

Sorrel Juice or bi carbonated beverage with meal 
 

$245.00 plus 10% ST and 15% VAT 
 

Conditions 

Minimum group size 30 persons. Tents are to be provided by customer (if 

required). Waterfall Bistro provides light background music. There is a set up 

cost of TT$300.00 for areas for DJ music and entertainers 

 Facebook:            waterfall bistro & Bar 

                                waterfallbistro@gmail.com 

Located: The Chancellor Hotel ,5 St Ann’s Avenue ,St Ann’s  

                                       1.868.623.0883 
 



 

OPTION3 
 

Pastelles (Choice of two) –Chicken , Beef 
and Vegetarian 

 
Entrée 

 
Stuffed Chicken Breast      

 
Baked Fish wrapped in foil 

 
Honey Glazed Ham Slices with Chow Chow 

 
Creamy Penne Pasta 

 
Coconut Sauteed Pigeon Peas 

 
 Spanish Rice  

 
Salad (Mixed ) 

 
Dessert  

Panacotta with strawberry coulis 
Tiramisu 

 
Sorrel Juice or bi carbonated beverage with meal 

 
$235.00 plus 10% ST and 15% VAT 

 

Conditions 

Minimum group size 30 persons. Tents are to be provided by customer (if 

required). Waterfall Bistro provides light background music. There is a set up 

cost of TT$300.00 for areas for DJ music and entertainers 

 Facebook:            waterfall bistro & Bar 

                                waterfallbistro@gmail.com 

Located: The Chancellor Hotel ,5 St Ann’s Avenue ,St Ann’s  

                                       1.868.623.0883 
 


